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Abstract

Background: Proteogenomics integrates genomics, transcriptomics, and mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics data to
identify novel protein sequences arising from gene and transcript sequence variants. Proteogenomic data analysis requires
integration of disparate ‘omic software tools, as well as customized tools to view and interpret results. The flexible Galaxy
platform has proven valuable for proteogenomic data analysis. Here, we describe a novel Multi-omics Visualization
Platform (MVP) for organizing, visualizing, and exploring proteogenomic results, adding a critically needed tool for data
exploration and interpretation. Findings: MVP is built as an HTML Galaxy plug-in, primarily based on JavaScript. Via the
Galaxy API, MVP uses SQLite databases as input—a custom data type (mzSQLite) containing MS-based peptide
identification information, a variant annotation table, and a coding sequence table. Users can interactively filter identified
peptides based on sequence and data quality metrics, view annotated peptide MS data, and visualize protein-level
information, along with genomic coordinates. Peptides that pass the user-defined thresholds can be sent back to Galaxy via
the API for further analysis; processed data and visualizations can also be saved and shared. MVP leverages the Integrated
Genomics Viewer JavaScript framework, enabling interactive visualization of peptides and corresponding transcript and
genomic coding information within the MVP interface. Conclusions: MVP provides a powerful, extensible platform for
automated, interactive visualization of proteogenomic results within the Galaxy environment, adding a unique and
critically needed tool for empowering exploration and interpretation of results. The platform is extensible, providing a basis
for further development of new functionalities for proteogenomic data visualization.
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Findings

Proteogenomics has emerged as a powerful approach to char-
acterizing expressed protein products within a wide variety
of studies [1–5]. Proteogenomics, a multi-omic approach, in-
volves the integration of genomic and/or transcriptomic data
with mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics data. Typi-
cally, a proteogenomics-based study starts with a sample (e.g.,
cells grown in culture, tissue sample) that is analyzed using
both next-generation sequencing technologies (usually RNA se-
quencing [RNA-Seq]) and MS-based proteomics. Once assem-
bled from RNA-Seq data, the transcriptome sequence is trans-
lated in silico to generate a database of potentially expressed
proteins encoded by the RNA. This protein sequence database
contains both proteins of known sequences contained in refer-
ence databases, as well as novel protein sequences that are de-
rived from the transcriptome sequence via comparison to ref-
erence genome sequence. These novel sequences may include
variants arising from single amino acid substitutions, short in-
sertions/deletions, RNA processing events (truncations, splice
variants), or even translation from unexpected genomic regions
[2].

Parallel to the RNA-Seq analysis, tandem mass spectrometry
(MS/MS) data are collected from the same sample by fragment-
ing peptides derived from proteolytic digestion extracted pro-
teins. Each MS/MS spectrum contains sequence-specific infor-
mation on detected peptides. Sequence database searching soft-
ware [6] is used to match MS/MS spectra to peptide sequences
within the RNA-Seq–derived protein sequence database, provid-
ing direct evidence of expression of not only reference protein
sequences, but also novel sequences. Proteogenomics provides
a powerful approach to collect direct evidence of expression of
novel protein sequences specific to a sample of interest, which
may not necessarily be present in reference sequence databases.
The value of proteogenomics has been shown in studies of can-
cer and disease [3–5] and as a means to annotate genomes [7].

As with other multi-omic approaches, proteogenomics
presents some unique informatics challenges [8]. For one, data
from different ’omic technologies (e.g., RNA-Seq and MS-based
proteomics) must be processed using multiple domain-specific
software. Once MS/MS spectra are matched to peptide se-
quences, further processing is necessary to ensure quality of
the matches, as well as to confirm novelty of any sequences
identified that do not match to known reference sequences. Fi-
nally, novel sequences must be further visualized and character-
ized, assessing confidence on the basis of quality of supporting
transcript sequence information and exploring the nature of the
novel sequence when mapped to its genomic coding region [9].

Galaxy [10] has proven a highly capable platform for meet-
ing the requirements of multi-omic informatics, including
proteogenomics, as described by us and others [11–15]. Its
amenability to integration of disparate software in a unified,
user-friendly environment, along with a variety of useful fea-
tures including complex workflow creation, provenance track-
ing, and reproducibility, addresses the challenges of proteoge-
nomics. As part of our work developing Galaxy for proteomics
(Galaxy-P [16]), we have focused on putting in place a number of
tools for the various steps necessary for proteogenomics—from
raw data processing and sequence database generation [9, 11, 12,
17] to tools for interpreting the potential impact of identified se-
quence variants [18] and mechanisms of regulation indicated by
RNA-protein response [19]. Others have also contributed to this

growing community of proteogenomic researchers using Galaxy
to address their data analysis and informatics needs [11–15].

However, despite this community-driven effort to develop
Galaxy for proteogenomics, there are still a few missing pieces
critical for complete analysis of this type of multi-omics data.
Currently, there is a lack of tools that could filter the results
from upstream proteogenomic workflows, enabling further ex-
ploration of novel sequences, including visualization of these
sequences along with supporting transcript and genomic map-
ping information. Such a tool is critical to allowing researchers
to gain understanding of variants identified, and to select those
of most interest for further study. Although stand-alone soft-
ware options exist for viewing proteogenomics results [20, 21],
no Galaxy-based tools are available to complement the rich suite
of other proteogenomic software available within this environ-
ment. To this end, we have developed a Multi-omics Visual-
ization Platform (MVP) that leverages Galaxy’s amenability to
customized plug-in tools and enables exploration, visualization,
and interpretation of multi-omic data underlying results gener-
ated by proteogenomics.

Operation

MVP is built as a Galaxy visualization plug-in [22], based primar-
ily on Javascript, with HTML5 and CSS to create the interactive
user interface (see Methods for details). In Galaxy, visualization
plug-ins require the software application (here MVP), and de-
fined data types that act as inputs. Once data types are defined, a
sniffer function in Galaxy gives the user an option to launch the
plug-in when appropriate data types are detected and available
within the active History.

MVP operates using 3 separate SQLite databases for its pri-
mary input. The tool also reads the raw MS/MS peak lists (for-
matted as MGF) and FASTA protein sequence database viewing
results within the MVP interface. Fig. 1 shows the inputs to MVP.
The SQLite databases are structured to deliver data to MVP effi-
ciently, enabling interactive operation by users through the MVP
interface. These have also been developed to present the neces-
sary data to MVP to enable a full exploration of proteogenomics
results, including evaluation of MS/MS data supporting the iden-
tification of novel peptide sequences and visualizing peptide se-
quences mapped to corresponding transcript and genomic cod-
ing sequences. As the primary database utilized by MVP, we have
defined an mz.sqlite data type in Galaxy, which utilizes results
from upstream sequence database searching software that gen-
erates output with peptide spectrum matches (PSMs), which as-
signs peptide sequences to each MS/MS spectrum. The mz.sqlite
is generated by the mzToSQLite Galaxy tool for parsing informa-
tion on (i) PSMs contained in standard mzIdentML [23] output
files, (ii) corresponding information on MS/MS data from pro-
cessed raw data files in the standard MGF format [24], and (iii) the
protein sequences contained in the FASTA-formatted database
used for the sequence database searching.

We have also developed accessible workflows and training
material for generating upstream results, which ultimately pro-
vide the inputs necessary for MVP operation, as shown in the
workflows depicted in Fig. 1. These include workflows for gen-
erating protein FASTA databases from RNA-Seq data, as well
as matching of MS/MS data to peptide sequences via sequence
database searching. Instructions for accessing these resources
are described in the Accessibility section.
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Figure 1: Inputs to the MVP Galaxy Plug-in.

Two additional SQLite tables allow MVP to display informa-
tion critical for proteogenomic analysis. The variant annotation
table provides MVP information necessary to display and ex-
plore novel peptide sequences identified by matching MS/MS
to the RNA-Seq–derived protein sequence database. The vari-
ant annotation table contains detailed information on how a
novel peptide sequence differs from reference proteins, based
ultimately on a comparison to reference genome data. The vari-
ant annotation table is formatted with 4 columns: (1) name
text, which is the identifier of the protein with supporting PSM
data, including annotation describing the nature of the novel
sequence variant (e.g., single amino acid substitution, InDel); 2)
reference text, which is the identifier of the reference protein se-
quence matching protein described in column 1; (3) CIGAR text,
which is a CIGAR [25] text string describing the sequence differ-
ences between the reference protein and the sequence variant
(CIGAR is a standard annotation method that borrows the syn-
tax from the SAM format [26] but uses only the following 4 op-
erators: = , X, I, D [equal, variant, insertion, deletion]); and (4)
annotation text, which provides information on the exact na-
ture of the amino acid changes between the novel variant and
the reference. Table 1 provides an example of the structure and
format of the SQLite variant annotation table.

The third SQLite table is the feature cds map, which provides
information necessary to map protein sequences with support-
ing PSM information to genomic coordinates. This mapping is
required in order to view identified peptide sequences (variant
or reference) against the genome and also corresponding tran-
script sequence data derived from supporting RNA-Seq data in
proteogenomic studies. This table contains information specific
to a genome build (e.g., hg19, hg38, mm10) specified by the user
within the upstream workflow when assembling transcript se-
quences and generating the protein sequence database. Essen-
tially the table feature cds map provides a mapping of the ex-
pressed amino acid sequence for proteins inferred from PSMs to
each of the exons in the reference genome coding for the pro-
tein. Notably, MVP is amenable to any organism where a refer-
ence genome build is available, such that it is useful for a wide
variety of proteogenomics studies.

For each coding exon of a translated protein, the fea-
ture cds map table is formatted with these columns: (i) name
text, which is the identifier of the reference or variant protein
with supporting PSM data; (ii) chrom text, which is the identi-

fier for the reference genome chromosome coding the reference
protein; (iii) start integer, the location of the start site for the
coding region in the chromosome; (iv) end integer, the location
of the stop site (end) for the coding region in the chromosome;
(v) strand text, which identifies the coding DNA strand + or − for
the protein sequence; (vi) cds start integer, the codon sequence
at the exon start site coding the protein; and (vii) cds end inte-
ger, the codon sequence at the exon end site coding the protein.

Table 2 provides an example of the structure and format of
the SQLite feature cds map table. It should be noted that this
table can also represent structural variants that are common in
some cancers [27], where the variant protein maps to exons that
are found on different chromosomes and/or different strands
from each other. These differences would be annotated in the
appropriate columns within the feature cds map table.

The MVP plug-in is invoked from the mz.sqlite data type gen-
erated within a Galaxy workflow. Fig. 2 shows the steps to invok-
ing MVP from an mz.sqlite item within an active Galaxy History.
MVP uses the visualizations registry and plug-in framework in
Galaxy [28]. The configuration and code for the plug-in is placed
in the visualizations plug-in directory within the Galaxy instal-
lation. The configuration file for the MVP plug-in defines the data
types used as input and the code that is used to generate the in-
teractive HTML-based interface. Once the plug-in is launched, it
then interacts with other input data types, if present, within the
active History via the Galaxy API. These include the SQLite vari-
ant annotation table and the feature cds map needed for char-
acterizing variants and mapping peptides to genomic coordi-
nates, respectively. These data types are automatically accessed
through functions built into MVP (e.g., tools for visualizing pep-
tides mapped to genomic sequences as described in the Func-
tionality section). MVP also uses the processed MS/MS peak lists
along with the FASTA protein sequence database used for gen-
erating PSMs and contained in the active History. These inputs
provide necessary data for viewing PSMs and supporting data,
as well as peptide data mapped against full protein sequences.

MVP makes use of 2 existing tools to provide functionali-
ties critical for proteogenomics data exploration. First, it uses
the JQuery-based Lorikeet viewer [29], which provides interac-
tive viewing of annotated MS/MS spectra based on results from
sequence database searching programs. Lorikeet renders a plot
of peptide fragment ions and annotation from the PSM data gen-
erated from the sequence database search, offering users the
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Table 1: Example data structure and format for the variant annotation table

Example entry
variant annotation table columns

Name text∗ Reference text CIGAR text∗ Annotation text

Single amino acid
substitution

ENSMUSP00000092502 E5
9 G.Q267R

ENSMUSP00000092502 5 8 = 1 X 207 = 1 X 26 = E59G, Q267R

Nucleotide
insertion/deletion
resulting in frame shift

P 0 013 16432 24 C>cA P 0 013 16432 7 = 99X C>cA

In-frame amino acid
insertion P 0 013 16432 24 C>cATG

P 0 013 16432 7 = 1199= C>cATG

In-frame amino acid
deletion P 0 013 16432 24 CATG>c

P 0 013 16432 7 = 1097= CATG>c

Structural variant (fusion) TAF1D SNORA40 TAFID 24 = 14X chr3:18 100 200+, chr6:282
33 455-

∗MVP reads only the name text field and CIGAR text fields for identified sequence variants. The reference text and annotation text fields are included to identify the
reference gene and a free-form description of the nature of the annotated variant, respectively, and are not directly read by MVP. For the example variants provided,
the CIGAR text string describes the following: Single amino acid substitution: For this example the text depicts an amino acid (AA) sequence that contains 58 AAs

that match the reference exactly, followed by 1 AA difference (X), followed by 207 AAs that match exactly, followed by 1 AA difference, followed by 26 AAs that match
exactly. Nucleotide insertion/deletion causing a frame shift: For this example, the CIGAR text depicts an AA sequence where the first 7 AAs exactly match the reference,
followed by 99 mismatched AAs due to a single-nucleotide insertion into the coding sequence, which causes a change in reading frame for the remainder of the protein
sequence. In-frame AA insertion/deletion: Two examples are shown, where 3 nucleotides are inserted or deleted within the coding sequence. For the insertion, the

nucleotides ATG are inserted at a position such that the first 7 AAs match the reference exactly, followed by insertion of 1 mismatched AA, followed by 99 AAs that
are still coded in-frame and exactly match the reference; for the deletion example, the nucleotides ATG are deleted, removing a single AA. Again, the first 7 AAs
match exactly, followed by a deletion of a single AA and an exact match of the remaining 97 AAs in the protein sequence. Structural variant: this example shows the
depiction of a structural variant (fusion), which results from the joining of 2 distinct annotated genes (TAFID and SNORA40). The CIGAR string depicts the nature of

this fusion—the first 24 AAs match the reference TAFID sequence exactly, with the next 14 AAs mismatching because they come from the fused SNORA40 sequence.
The annotation text field provides information on the chromosomal locations of the fused genes that code for the variant protein.

Table 2: Example data structure and format for the feature cds map table

feature cds map table columns

Example entry Name text Chrom text Start integer End integer Strand text
cds start
integer cds end integer

Exon∗ ENSMUSP00000000033 chr7 142 655 653 142 655 810 0 157
Exon∗ ENSMUSP00000000033 chr7 142 654 299 142 654 448 − 157 306
Exon∗ ENSMUSP00000000033 chr7 142 653 815 142 654 052 − 306 543
Structural
variant (fusion)#

TAF1D SNORA40 chr3 18 100 128 18 100 200 + 1 24

Structural
variant (fusion)#

TAF1D SNORA40 chr6 28 233 413 28 233 455 25 39

∗ln this example, the reference ENSMUSP00000000033 has 3 exons that are mapped to chromosome 7. The table uses coding sequence (CDS) start and end locations
because the codon sequence for an amino acid can be potentially split across exons. For variants such as single amino acid substitutions and InDels, the number of
nucleotides between start and end locations may differ from the number of nucleotides in the reference CDS. #An example depiction of a structural variant (fusion)

is also provided. Here, 2 entries are included, which provides information on genomic localization of the 2 coding sequences that were fused together to create the
fusion protein, one from the positive strand of Chromosome S and the other from the negative strand of Chromosome 6.

ability to zoom and select or de-select specific annotation infor-
mation for the peptide. This allows users to visually explore data
quality for PSMs of interest, including those putatively matching
novel sequences [9]. Lorikeet functionality is described in more
detail in the Functionality section.

MVP also leverages the Integrated Genomics Viewer
JavaScript framework (IGVjs) [30]. Using the genomic reference
sequence information contained in the feature cds map file
corresponding to identified peptide sequences, IGVjs can be
automatically launched within the MVP interface. IGVjs offers
interactive viewing of peptides mapped against the reference
genome and also can add additional tracks for standard-format
sequence files (e.g., BAM, ProBAM [31], BED) if present in the
active Galaxy History, interacting through the Galaxy API. IGVjs
provides users a flexible tool for viewing all levels of information
for an identified peptide sequence—from genomic mapping to
the supporting transcript sequencing information.

It is important to note that the outputs generated by MVP
processing can be used as an input for further analysis within
a Galaxy history. For example, selected peptide sequences (e.g.,
novel sequences verified within MVP) can be sent back to the
active History via the Galaxy API, where they can be further
processed using Galaxy tools as desired by the user. Annotated
MS/MS spectra for PSMs of interest visualized within the Lori-
keet viewer can also be downloaded to the desktop as a .png
formatted file.

Functionality

To demonstrate functionality of MVP, we have chosen a pre-
viously published dataset containing MS-based proteomic and
RNA-Seq data generated from a mouse cell sample [32]. This
dataset provides representative multi-omic data mimicking
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Figure 2: Launching MVP from an mzSQLite data type within an active Galaxy History.

other contemporary proteogenomic studies, and a means to il-
lustrate how MVP enables data exploration steps commonly pur-
sued by researchers. The tour of MVP functionality presented
here works from input data produced within a Galaxy work-
flow. We have made workflows available to generate input data
needed for a user to explore the functionality of MVP, along with
documentation describing their operation (see Accessibility sec-
tion for instructions and links to access these data).

We begin with a view of the MVP user interface, launched as
a plug-in from an mzSQLite data input within the active Galaxy
History (see Fig. 2). MVP is initially launched within the center
pane of the Galaxy interface, with the option of launching in a
dedicated browser window. Fig. 3 shows the MVP interface ini-
tially presented to the user, where the entire set of PSMs con-
tained in the mzSQLite database are first made available.

The user is first presented with an unfiltered PSM-level
view of all data contained in the mzSQLite data table. Pep-
tide sequences are shown in the main viewing pane. Colored
sequence elements within the peptide are those containing a
modification—in this case the sample was labeled with the
iTRAQ reagent [33] on N-terminus, lysine (K), and some tyrosines
(Y). Mousing over these highlighted sequence features provides
a description of the nature of the modification.

From here, a number of interactive functionalities are avail-
able to the user, each labeled in Fig. 3:

A) “Tool Tips” are included in each section of the software,
launched by clicking any of the question mark icons. These
contain a brief overview of the purpose behind the associ-
ated software feature and its functionality.

B) ”ID Scores” opens a graphical description of the score dis-
tributions for PSMs passing the false discovery rate thresh-
old (usually set at 1% in the upstream sequence database
searching algorithm generating the PSMs) and is based
on information contained in the mzIdentML file outputted
from the upstream sequence database searching algorithm.

C) ”ID Features” provides the user a means to select the scores
and data features that are displayed with each PSM, in-
cluding advanced metrics (e.g., number of consecutive b- or

y-ions matched, total MS/MS ion current), which may be
useful for more advanced filtering and evaluation of qual-
ity of MS/MS matches. This is an updated embodiment of
our prior description of a tool called PSM Evaluator [9].

D) ”Export Scans” provides a means to send selected PSMs in
the main table back to the active Galaxy History for further
analysis. ”Clear Scans” deselects any selected PSMs and re-
sets the view.

E) The double arrows expand and open MVP into a new win-
dow out of the Galaxy center pane.

F) ”Load from Galaxy” allows a user to import a list of peptide
sequences in tabular format that have been pre-filtered and
processed within the active History, for further character-
ization in MVP. For example, a list of pre-filtered peptides
containing novel sequence variants could be imported for
further analysis using this feature.

G) ”Peptide-Protein Viewer” enables viewing of selected pep-
tides aligned with their parent intact protein sequence, as
well as providing a path to visualizing peptide sequences
mapped to genomic sequences along with supporting tran-
script data (see Fig. 5and description below).

H) ”Render” generates a visualization of annotated MS/MS data
for all peptides shown in the current view, using the Lori-
keet viewer (see Fig. 4 and description below). For peptide
sequences matched to multiple PSMs, the user can select
which PSM is displayed in Lorikeet based on available score
information. The PSM with the best score for the metric se-
lected is then shown.

I) ”Filter” allows for searching and filtering of the dataset
based on input of a known sequence of interest. This will
return a listing of the peptide of interest if it is contained in
the mzSQLite database.

J) ”PSMs for Selected Peptides” will open the annotated MS/MS
in the Lorikeet viewer for any peptides selected in the center
viewing pane. Multiple peptides can be selected by holding
the Ctrl key and clicking each peptide of interest. For pep-
tides with multiple PSMs, the best-scoring MS/MS will be
opened for viewing based on user selections from the Ren-
der button.
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Figure 3: The MVP interface after initial launch from Galaxy.

K) ”PSMs Filtered by Score” allows the user to filter either the
global set of PSMs (all PSMs) or only those shown in the
current screen using Boolean operators. Peptides can be fil-
tered by a score (e.g., confidence score from the sequence
database searching program) and/or other more advanced
metrics (e.g., number of concurrent b- and y-ions identified,
total ion current).

To demonstrate functionalities within MVP, we follow the
first step of the “Load from Galaxy” feature, loading from the ac-
tive history via the Galaxy API a list of 7 peptides identified in a
proteogenomics workflow and confirmed as matches to variant
sequences translated from variant transcript sequences. Fig. 4
displays this example data where the list of variant peptides are
shown in the Peptide Overview window (Fig. 4A). One of these
peptides (sequence DGDLENPVLYSGAVK) has been selected in
this list, and the button “PSMs for Selected Peptides” clicked to
display the 2 PSMs that matched to this sequence, along with
associated scoring metrics (Fig. 4B). Double-clicking on one of
these PSMs opens the Lorikeet MS/MS viewer (Fig. 4C). Lorikeet
[29] renders MS/MS spectra, providing a visualization of the an-
notated spectra that led to a PSM using the upstream sequence
database searching software. Fig. 4C shows an example PSM,
where the blue- and red-colored m/z peak values correspond to
amino acid fragments that would be predicted to derive from the
peptide sequence identified by this PSM. The higher the num-

ber of peaks within the spectrum matching to predicted amino
acid fragment m/z values, the higher quality and confidence of
the PSM and identified peptide sequence. Lorikeet is interactive,
capable of magnifying spectral regions of interest, selecting de-
sired predicted fragment types to display, and adjusting data
parameters (such as mass accuracy of acquired data) that are
commonly used in assessing PSM quality. Within MVP, this tool
provides a necessary function for users to view PSMs of interest,
particularly useful for assessing the accuracy of matches to vari-
ant peptide sequences in proteogenomic applications, which re-
quire extra scrutiny compared with matches to reference pep-
tides [9].

Once the quality of a given PSM has been adequately as-
sessed, a common user need is viewing the peptide sequence
in the context of its aligned protein sequence. MVP provides
this functionality, by selecting the Peptide-Protein Viewer but-
ton (available in the Peptide-Protein Viewer pane, Fig. 4B). This
provides a listing of all proteins within the FASTA database
used for generating PSMs that contain the selected peptide se-
quence. For example, Fig. 5 shows the Peptide-Protein Viewer for
DGDLENPVLYSGAVK (peptide sequence from Fig. 4), along with
the aligned protein sequence (the protein Erp29) containing this
peptide.

Below we describe briefly the functionalities within the
Peptide-Protein Viewer, following the labels (A–D) shown in
Fig. 5:
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Figure 4: Viewing of annotated MS/MS data supporting selected PSMs.
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Figure 5: Example data shown within the Protein-Peptide Viewer functionality.

A) This viewing track shows all peptides within the protein se-
quence identified by PSMs within the dataset, depicted as
lighter color lines below the aligned, complete protein se-
quence. The peptide sequence that was originally selected
from the Peptide Overview window is depicted in a darker
orange color, while other peptides also identified from the
protein are in lighter orange. The gray box can be slid left
or right across the entire aligned protein sequence, provid-
ing an interactive, detailed view of the peptides and aligned
protein sequence contained within the box in the section
labeled B in the figure.

B) For the peptide and aligned protein sequence contained in
the gray box below, this section displays a zoom-in on the
amino acid sequences for this particular region—both the
peptide identified from a PSM and the parent protein se-
quence. For the example peptide, the Serine (S) is darkened
within the aligned protein sequence. This indicates a po-
sition within the parent protein that differs from the ref-
erence protein, here indicating a single amino acid substi-
tution within the identified peptide. The N-terminal amino
acid (D) and the C-terminal amino acid (K) are depicted
in gray because these carried modifications due to iTRAQ
reagent [33] labeling on these residues for the example
dataset used for this demonstration [32].

C) The line above the protein sequence indicates alignment
to the reference. If there is complete alignment, the line
is solid. For any region where the protein sequence differs
from the reference (based on annotation extracted from the
variant annotation table), this line is broken. In the exam-
ple, the line breaks at the site of the single amino acid sub-
stitution.

D) This track in the viewer represents the genomic coding re-
gion for the protein being displayed, extracted from the fea-
ture cds map table. Clicking on this track will open the IGVjs
browser, set to display the corresponding genomic region.

E) Here the header for the protein is shown, read from the
FASTA sequence database file. For this particular protein
(Erp29), the start of the header describes positions within
the sequence containing amino acid variants, including the
N to S substitution detected at position 135 in the selected
peptide.

From the Peptide-Protein Viewer another critical and
unique functionality for proteogenomic data exploration can
be launched—specifically visualization of peptide sequences
mapped to the genome and corresponding transcript sequenc-

ing data. This functionality provides MVP the capabilities to
view multi-omic data, beyond the protein-level exploration of
PSMs and protein sequence alignments of the Peptide-Protein
Viewer. The visualization is opened automatically by clicking
on the chromosome track (Track D in Fig. 5), which opens the
IGVjs tool embedded within the MVP interface. IGV provides
a rich suite of interactive functionalities, which are described
in the available documentation [30]. Here we focus on several
IGV features that are of most interest to proteogenomics
researchers.

Fig. 6 shows the IGV viewer, with several tracks of informa-
tion loaded for investigation from the active Galaxy History, in-
vestigating the genomic region coding for the peptide DGDLEN-
PVLYSGAVK shown in Fig. 5. This display shows information re-
lated to this peptide sequence, genomic, transcriptomic, and
proteomic.

A) This shows the reference sequence of the DNA coding
strand for the peptide, with chromosomal position numbers
shown above.

B) This track details the 3-frame translation of the DNA se-
quence. The user can select either “forward” or “reverse” di-
rection for translation. For the indicated peptide, the trans-
lation direction was reversed, proceeding in the direction
indicated by the arrow in the figure. The frame coding the
identified peptide is shaded in red.

C) Track C shows the identified peptide mapped to the genomic
coordinates shown above. The arrows indicate the direction
of translation against the genomic coding sequence.

D) This track summarizes the transcript sequencing reads as-
sembled from the RNA-Seq data. This allows the user to as-
sess the quality of supporting transcript information that
led to the generation of the peptide sequence that was
matched to the MS/MS data. The assembled transcript se-
quence read data were loaded from the active Galaxy His-
tory, contained in a standard format .bam file for assembled
transcript sequencing data.

The peptide identified here contains a single amino acid vari-
ant at the serine in position 11 from the N-terminal end of the
peptide. Ordinarily, this peptide contains an asparagine at this
position, as indicated by the codon AAT indicated in the ref-
erence DNA sequence track (Track A in Fig. 6). The assembled
transcript data indicate a single-nucleotide mutation within this
codon, showing a C nucleotide substitution within several of
the assembled reads on the negative strand (Track D in Fig. 6).
This substitution would indicate a complementary change at the
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Figure 6: Snapshot of visualization of peptide and transcript mapping to the genome in IGV.

DNA codon sequence to AGT, which codes for serine. The MS-
based proteomics data have confirmed the expression of this
variant peptide sequence. The embedded IGV tool within MVP
allows users to explore these data and understand the nature
and quality of the multi-omics data supporting the identification
of this variant protein. Additional File 1 shows another example
of a peptide variant displayed in MVP and the IGV viewer—with
this sequence containing both a single amino acid substitution
and spanning a splice junction.

We have provided a guided description of the main features
offered by the MVP tool. Although many powerful features are al-
ready in place to meet the requirements of proteogenomic data
analysis, MVP has been developed as an extensible framework
with much potential for continued enhancement and new func-
tionalities. Tools are already implemented in Galaxy for peptide-
level quantification using label-free intensity-based measure-
ments [34, 35], which could be added to the information avail-
able for PSMs, enabling users to assess quality of abundance
measurements and potentially filter for PSMs showing differ-
ential abundance across experimental conditions. The HTML5,
JavaScript, and CSS-based architecture of MVP provides the abil-
ity to interact with RESTful web services offered by complemen-
tary tools and databases, as well as with the Galaxy API. We envi-
sion extending functionalities in MVP, offering users the ability
to query knowledge bases [36, 37] to explore known disease as-
sociations, interaction networks, and biochemical pathways of
proteins of interest. MVP also has the potential to display visual-
izations returned from queries against these knowledge bases.
Validated peptides of interest can also easily be sent back to the
Galaxy History for further analysis—e.g., using available tools for
assessing functional impact of sequence variants identified via
proteogenomics [18].

Methods
Implementation

The MVP plug-in is built on HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript. The core
of the MVP is based on standard JavaScript and open-source li-
braries. It receives data from a documented Galaxy SQLite data
provider API. The main visualization is integrated into Galaxy via

the Galaxy visualizations registry. Once registered, any dataset
of type mz.sqlite will automatically be viewable from the MVP
tool. The MVP tool uses the Data Tables [38] library to manage
the presentation, sorting, and filtering of data. It uses the Lori-
keet MS/MS viewer [29, 39] to visualize PSMs and correspond-
ing MS/MS spectra, and the IGV.js package [30] to interactively
present features of interest, and within a single viewing window
to visualize proteomic, transcriptomic, and genomic data.

To install the MVP plug-in within a Galaxy instance, the
Galaxy visualization registry and plug-in architecture is used.
This component of Galaxy allows for custom visualizations of
any recognized data type. The MVP plug-in is registered with
Galaxy following the registry rules [28]. Every Galaxy instance
has a visualization plugins directory available for custom visu-
alizations. By default this directory is located in <your galaxy
directory>/config/plugins/visualizations, but it can be set to
any relative path. To install the MVP plug-in, the .tar file is
opened via the “untar” command and extracted in the visual-
ization plugins directory. This creates a set of directories under
mvpapp that contains all the code, CSS, and HTML needed to
run the plug-in. The instance must be restarted to make the vi-
sualization accessible to the end user.

Accessibility

� The code and releases are available on GitHub [40].
� The completed History used to demonstrate MVP function-

ality within the text above can be accessed by registering
an account on the public Galaxy instance at usegalaxy.eu.
Once logged in, go to Shared Data → Histories and search for
“MVP History.” Along with input files for analysis, this His-
tory contains all necessary output files to launch MVP and
explore its functionalities and usage.

Training and documentation

� We have made available documentation describing the use
of MVP within a proteogenomics workflow within the online
Galaxy Training Network resource. This documentation can
be accessed online [41].

https://usegalaxy.eu
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� Additionally, workflows and documentation are also avail-
able for the proteogenomic workflows that generate the data
that ultimately act as inputs to the MVP tool. Training docu-
mentation and information on access to these workflows is
available as follows:
◦ Protein database generation from RNA-Seq data [42]
◦ Sequence database searching for peptide identification [43]

Inputs

We have described in detail in the Operation section the inputs
needed for full operation of MVP to view and explore multi-omic
data. To summarize, the inputs include:

� The data table in the mz.sqlite format, which enables inter-
active queries of PSM information for efficient viewing and
manipulation in MVP

� The MS/MS peak lists in standard MGF format, as well as the
FASTA-formatted protein sequence database used for gener-
ating PSMs

� The variant annotation table containing annotation of vari-
ant amino acid sequences compared to the reference
genome and proteome

� The table feature cds map, providing a mapping of the ex-
pressed amino acid sequence for proteins identified from
PSMs to each of the exons in the reference genome coding
for the protein

The History made available on usegalaxy.eu (described in the
Accessibility section) contains all the input files necessary for
full operation of MVP.

Performance

The application’s performance, as perceived by the end user, is
dependent on the server infrastructure that Galaxy is hosted
on, and the end user’s local machine used in accessing the
Galaxy web application. The MVP application relies on the exist-
ing Galaxy API framework. Therefore, the application will ben-
efit from the existing Galaxy server infrastructure without any
configuration needed from the application. API response from
Galaxy to the MVP application will scale with the performance
of the supporting server.

Although the underlying database (mzSQLite data type) is a
simple SQLite3 database, care has been taken to optimize per-
formance. During database construction, multiple indexes are
generated for every table and each index is dedicated to an API
call. Because the database is a read-only database, the overhead
incurred from indexed-based insertion is minimal. The minimal
extra time needed to create multiple indexes is spent during the
mzToSQLite tool run. No indexes are created, and no insertions,
updates, or deletions occur while the MVP application is access-
ing the data.

The size of the underlying dataset is never known by the
MVP application. Every SQL call for data is based on SQL LIM-
ITS and OFFSETS no matter how small or large the mzSQLite
database. Using the limited SQL data return, data tables page
data to the user as the user scrolls through large datasets.
Using this standard technique, we have run tests on ∼6-GB
datasets. Even at this large of size, table scrolling perfor-
mance is indistinguishable from datasets orders of magnitude
smaller.

Availability of Supporting Source Code and
Requirements

Project name: MVP Application
Project home page: https://github.com/galaxyproteomics/mvpa
pplication-git.git
Operating system(s): Linux-based systems for the Galaxy server.
No restrictions for the end user. Modern browsers are required.
Programming language: HTML, JavaScript, and CSS
Other requirements: https://github.com/galaxyproteomics/mz
ToSQLite. Installable from Bioconda as “mztosqlite.” Available as
a Galaxy tool from https://github.com/galaxyproteomics/tools-
galaxyp/tree/master/tools/mz to sqlite. SAM file format: https:
//samtools.github.io/hts-specs/SAMv1.pdf
License: MIT
RRID:SCR 018077

Availability of Supporting Data and Materials

Other data supporting this work, including snapshots of our
code, are available in the GigaScience repository, GigaDB [44].

Additional Files

Additional File 1: Example visualization of novel splice junction
peptide. The additional file contains a figure showing visualiza-
tion of a novel peptide containing both a single amino acid sub-
stitution and spanning a novel splice junction. Visualization is
shown in both the MVP Peptide-Protein Viewer as well as the
IGVjs viewer.
Additional File 2: Schema of databases and tables acting as in-
put to MVP. The additional file contains Entity-Relationship di-
agrams of the schema for the 3 databases that act as input to
MVP: the mzSQLite database, the variant annotation table, and
the feature cds map table.

Abbreviations

AA: amino acid; API: Application Programming Interface; CDS:
coding sequence; CIGAR: Compact Idiosyncratic Gapped Align-
ment Report; CSS: Cascading Style Sheets; GTF: gene trans-
fer format; IGVjs: Integrated Genomics Viewer JavaScript; MGF:
Mascot Generic File; MS: mass spectrometry; MS/MS: tandem
mass spectroscopy; MVP: Multi-omics Visualization Platform;
PSM: peptide spectrum match; REST: representational state
transfer; RNA-Seq: RNA sequencing; SAM: sequence alignment
map.
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